They also conjectured that all states are localized. In order to investigate the localization properties of the tight-binding models on the Sierpinski gasket, I will use the decimation-renormalization method to derive the recursion relation of the hopping coe%cient for a chosen energy state. Then the Aow dia-
Localization due to randomness is not surprising. However, localization can also be induced by space structure such as a fractal. In general, the electronic structure of a given system is determined by the effective potential on electrons and space. It is well known that crystalline materials can only admit Bloch waves due to their translational symmetries. In real life, structures of materials vary dramatically, ranging from crystallines to completely disordered structures. Single crystals are examples of the former, and porous media exemplify the latter. In 1984, Schechtman et al. ' discovered quasicrystals. The structure of a quasicrystal is something between a perfect crystal and a completely disordered system. Therefore it is interesting to study how particle states de- Thus we obtain the recursion relation
with to = t. t" is the effective hopping coe%cient of a particle from a site to a site of 2" lattice constants away in the state of energy c, . Recursion relation (3) admits three fixed points t' =0, c, /2 and -c. If to is between 2 ( = -~s~/ 2 ) and B ( =~s~/ 2 ) (dotted box in Fig. 1 dicates ' ' that the wave functions of such states at large distance L (=2", after decimating n times) decay exponentially as 4(L ) -exp( kL ).
If to starts from a point outside AB, i.e. , when 2t~a~2t, th-en t"will always be larger than~e~/2 as shown by dotted line 2 in Fig. l s= t A-cc.ording to recursion relation (6), the effective hopping coefficient of a particle in this state will be a constant value of fixed point t'=e/4 after one decimation.
Thus the amplitudes of the wave function on those A sites (Fig. 3) are the same (but those on 8 sites may not be the same); i.e. , the wave function has an alternating spatial structure on the Sierpinski gasket. Substituting t, by -s in recursion relation (6), we have (7b) There are two roots t =(3+v 5)E/2, which correspond to another two extended states of energies s=(3+v 5)s/2.
Since the effective hopping coefficients of a particle in the two states will take a constant value of t '= s/4 after two decimations, the amplitudes of their wave function are the same on those sites of the Sierpinski gasket which are constructed from a large length scale of 4a. All other extended states can be obtained and characterized by continuing the process. These isolated extended states correspond to those minimum points in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The self-similar nature of this set is clearly noted.
It can be shown that, for energy c. not in this set of extended states, recursion relation (6) will lead t" to the fixed point t*=O. Thus the wave function will decay to zero asymptotically at infinity. ' ' Exact results may be expected if the method can be applied to such problems. The detailed structure of the set of an infinite number of extended states deserves a more detailed study.
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